4.1 Introduction

In recent years, question answering (QA) systems such as those in the yearly TREC conferences have reached a remarkably high level of performance. These systems are premised on the short-answer model, in which the goal is to answer questions for which the correct response is a number, short phrase, or sentence fragment.

However, many questions that occur in real-life tasks are not in this class. Consider a student asked to prepare a report on the Hajj, an Islamic religious duty. In the context of short-answer QA, both patience and prescience will be required to elicit the core facts. First, a relatively long list of questions would be required (e.g., “Where is the Hajj carried out?” “How long does it last?” “Who undertakes a Hajj?” etc.). Second, knowing which questions to ask requires knowledge that the questioner likely does not have. That is, the questions that best elicit a description of one thing (e.g., the Hajj) can be quite different than those best suited for finding out about something else (e.g., the Caspian Sea).

Producing rich, multi-sentence responses to open-ended questions—such as those requiring definitions, biographies, or opinions as answers—is the focus of long-answer QA. This area is still in early stages of development, but already the subject of several pilot studies and much active research (Voorhees 2003). In this chapter, we will concentrate on definitional QA, the task of providing long answers to “What is X?” type questions.

Definitional QA systems are not only interesting as a research challenge. They also have the potential to be a valuable complement to static knowledge sources like encyclopedias. This is because they create definitions dynamically, and thus answer definitional questions about terms which are new or emerging. They also can tailor an answer to a user’s needs, for instance by cre-
ating a longer or shorter definition, or one which is drawn from specified knowledge sources.

We will focus our discussion around DefScriber (Blair-Goldensohn et al. 2003), a definitional QA system that implements a hybrid of goal-driven (knowledge-based) and data-driven (statistical) methods. The goal-driven techniques (section 4.4) shape the answer in a top-down manner, using a set of definitional predicates modeled on typical elements of a definition. Data-driven techniques (section 4.5) operate in a bottom-up way, using statistical measures to identify themes in the data. An overview of DefScriber’s operation is given in section 4.3. We conclude the chapter by presenting results of a recent evaluation which show DefScriber’s hybrid approach achieving significant improvement over a competitive baseline.

4.2 Related Work

Our hybrid approach to definitional QA builds on research in summarization and generation. Previous work in multi-document summarization has developed solutions that identify similarities across documents as the basis for summary content (Mani and Bloedorn 1997, Carbonell and Goldstein 1998, Hatzivassiloglou et al. 1999, Barzilay et al. 1999, Radev et al. 2000, Lin and Hovy 2002). (The use of summarization techniques in the context of short-answer QA is discussed in chapter 17.) Whether similarities are included through sentence extraction or information fusion (Barzilay et al. 1999), all of these approaches are data-driven because similarities in the data determine content.

Goal-driven, or top-down, approaches are more often found in generation. Schemas (McKeown 1985), rhetorical structure theory (Mann and Thompson 1988, Moore and Paris 1992, Hovy 1993, Marcu 1997) and plan-based approaches (Reiter and Dale 2000) are examples of goal-driven approaches, where the schema or plan specifies the kind of information to include in a generated text. In early work, schemas were used to generate definitions (McKeown 1985), but the information for the definitional text was found in a knowledge base. In more recent work, information extraction is used to create a top-down approach to summarization (Radev and McKeown 1998) by searching for specific types of information which can be extracted from the input texts (e.g., perpetrator in a news article on terrorism). Here, the summary briefs the user on domain-specific information assumed a priori to be of interest.

Other long-answer QA systems are currently under development as part of the AQUAINT program (Voorhees 2003). Some of these share attributes with DefScriber. In chapter 5, Weischedel et al. explores biographical questions using a combination of methods that are largely complementary to those used in DefScriber—namely, identification of key linguistic constructions and information extraction (IE) to identify specific types of semantic data.
Another important contrast between DefScriber and most of the long-answer systems developed under the AQUAINT program has to do with answer format. While these systems (including the one presented in chapter 5) mostly produce answers as a ranked list of descriptive phrases or sentences, DefScriber uses summarization methods to produce a coherent, multi-sentence, encyclopedia-style definition.

### 4.3 DefScriber: Architecture Overview

Before turning to the development of our goal- and data-driven methods, a brief overview of DefScriber is useful to understanding where these pieces fit. Figure 4.1 gives a high-level view of DefScriber’s operation, illustrating input...
and output of each stage. This example traces an actual answer generated for the question “What is the Hajj?” during our evaluation (section 4.6).

The input is specified as a question, which feeds into the document retrieval phase. The user can also specify which databases to search, a maximum number of documents to retrieve, and the desired answer length.1

The information retrieval (IR) module uses a fixed set of patterns to identify the term to be defined in the question, and then generates a set of search queries in order of decreasing expected precision with respect to that term. Queries are sent to a search engine until a threshold number of documents has been retrieved.2

Once documents are retrieved, the primary goal-driven step is performed, with the system examining documents for instances of definitional predicates. Next, data-driven analysis is performed to produce sentence clustering and ordering information. In the last step, a definitional answer is created via sentence extraction, guided by the analysis done in the goal- and data-driven stages.

4.4 Definitional Predicates: A Goal-Driven Approach

Answering a “What is X?” definitional question and creating a summary of query results for the search term x are strongly related problems. Yet, as readers, we have more specific expectations for a definition than for a general-use summary. The idea of definitional predicates is to model these special properties of a definition so the system can use them to create better answers.
4.4.1 The Predicate Set

Our set of definitional predicates is shown in Table 4.1. Currently, the system automatically identifies instances of three of these types in text: genus, species and nonspecific definitional (NSD). Active research on identifying target partition and history instances is ongoing.

An important distinction is that NSD subsumes all of the other more specific predicate types that appear underneath it in Table 4.1. Thus, identifying NSD text is crucial because it is a cue to the presence of other predicates; it also removes noise and provides a set of useful definitional text which is given as input to data-driven methods even when the text cannot be further classified with a more specific predicate. We choose genus and species as the first specific predicates to implement because they are at the core of what definitions are. Related work (Sager and L’Homme 1994, Swartz 1997, Sarner and Carberry 1988) consistently identifies these two concepts as key parts of defining a term.

We build on work such as (Klavans and Muresan 2000), who acquire dictionary-type definitions, and (Sarner and Carberry 1988), who propose three “strategic predicates,” including identification and properties predicates which are analogous to our genus and species, respectively. Research in terminological theory (Sager and L’Homme 1994) and philosophy (Swartz 1997) also theorizes that the type of information modeled by many of our predicates (including genus, species, synonym and target partition) is crucial to descriptive-type definitions.

Our definitional predicates contrast with those from rhetorical structure theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson 1988, Moore and Paris 1992, Hovy 1993, Marcu 1997) in that our predicates do not represent the intent or overall structure of a document in their definition. That is, each unit of text in a source document can be evaluated intrinsically as to whether it instantiates a definitional predicate.

To use these predicates in our system, we must identify units of text which contain them. To do this, we first did a manual examination of documents to create sample data annotated with predicates. Using this data, we explored two approaches to identifying predicates. The first uses machine learning to learn a feature-based classification that predicts when a predicate occurs. The second uses pattern recognition over patterns extracted from the annotated data.

4.4.2 Creating a Training Set

To produce the training data for DefScriber, coders marked 81 total documents for instances of the predicates in Table 4.1. The data included 55 documents marked by one coder and 13 marked by two coders. To gather documents, 14 terms were first selected for broad coverage from several diverse categories: geopolitical, science, health, and miscellaneous. Then we retrieved approximately 5 web documents for each term using a process similar to our system’s IR component.
4.4.3 Rule Extraction: Statistical Techniques

Using this set of annotated documents, we applied machine learning techniques and tools to extract rules for predicate identification. These approaches allow us to efficiently discover relationships between text features and the presence of definitional predicate instances. The text unit we use here is the sentence; that is, we wish to discover rules that will take the features of a source sentence as input, and output those (if any) definitional predicates that are predicted to be in the sentence.3

Feature selection was done in part using observations from document markup. For instance, we include several features measuring a sentence’s “term concentration,” i.e., the term’s frequency within a sentence and/or nearby sentences, based on the observation that appearance of the term appears to be a predictor of definitional material. We also include features for relative and absolute position of a sentence in a document, based on the observation that key information tends to concentrate toward the top of documents. Other features, such as presence of punctuation, are added to detect full-sentence text (as opposed to headings or other fragments), since most predicates other than NSD seem to occur mainly in full sentences. Some “blind” features such as bag-of-words are also used.

We applied two machine learning tools to the learning problem: the rule-learning tool Ripper (Cohen 1995) and the boosting-based categorization system BoosTexter (Schapire and Singer 2000). Both algorithms performed similarly in terms of the accuracy of their predictions on test data; Ripper’s rules are used in DefScriber since they were somewhat simpler to implement.

The nonspecific definitional (NSD) predicate, which indicates a sentence’s relevance to any aspect of defining the term, fares well using rules that consider term concentration and position in document. Using cross-validation, accuracy of 81 percent was obtained with Ripper (76 percent using BoosTexter). This is sufficient for DefScriber since this predicate is not used to place sentences directly into the definition, but rather to pare down noisy and voluminous input by pulling out sentences which merit further examination.

4.4.3 Rule Extraction: Syntactic and Lexical Patterns

Using lexicosyntactic patterns manually extracted from the predicate-annotated documents, we create a set of high-precision patterns for the two predicates most core to definitions: genus and species. We currently model sentences containing both genus and species information, as these “G-S” sentences provide a strong grounding context for understanding the term. G-S sentences situate a term in a higher level category (its “genus”), and the “species” information in such sentences tends to give key features that distinguish a term within that category.

Rather than modeling the patterns at the word level, i.e., as flat templates with slots to fill, we model them as partially specified syntax trees (figure 4.2).
One such pattern can match a large class of semantically similar sentences without having to model every type of possible lexical variation. This approach derives from techniques used in information extraction (Grishman 1997), where partial subtrees for matching domain-specific concepts and named entities are used because automatic derivation of full parse trees is not always reliable. However, data-driven techniques (section 4.5) offer additional protection from false or extraneous matches by lowering the importance ranking of information not corroborated elsewhere in the data.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the transformation from example sentence to pattern, and then shows a matching sentence. Our patterns are flexible—note that the example and matched sentences have somewhat different trees. Another point of flexibility is the verb itself; FormativeVb will match various forms of verbs in a set which our matching algorithm considers expressive of “belonging” to a category (e.g., “be,” “exemplify”).

Using our predicate-annotated data set, we manually extracted 18 distinct patterns which match G-S sentences. These 18 patterns provide sufficient recall to reliably find at least one instance in modestly sized document sets; over our evaluation test set (see section 4.6), at least one G-S sentence was identified for 16 of 19 terms, with a mean of 3.5 G-S sentences per term (culled from a mean of 15 documents retrieved). Precision was 96%, recall unknown.

4.5 Data-Driven Techniques: Applying Summarization

While our set of predicates, including genus and species, are domain-neutral, they are not meant to model all possible important information for a given term definition. Some information types may be hard to define computationally a priori. Also, a given sentence may instantiate a definitional predicate but include only peripheral content. We address these issues in the data-driven stage of DefScriber’s pipeline (refer to figure 4.1), applying statistical tech-
Techniques adapted from multi-document summarization to the nonspecific definitional sentences identified in the goal-driven stage.

First, a definition centroid is computed by creating a stemmed-word vector of all the NSD sentences. Then the individual sentences are sorted in order of decreasing “centrality,” as approximated by IDF-weighted cosine distance from the definition centroid. This method creates a definition of length N by taking the first N unique sentences out of this sorted order, and serves as the TopN baseline method in our evaluation. Note that this method approximates centroid-based summarization, a competitive summarization technique (Radev et al. 2000).

After ordering sentences with TopN, we perform a non-hierarchical clustering that we use to decrease redundancy by avoiding same-cluster sentences in the answer. Since our clustering similarity measure uses IDF computed over a large collection, it can suffer from overweighting of specialized terms; to account for this, we augment the cosine distance calculation, using local IDF values calculated dynamically from the pool of NSD sentences.

The final data-driven technique improves cohesion by considering the content of the previous answer sentence when choosing a sentence to add to the answer. After choosing the first sentence as in TopN, we choose each remaining sentence as the top-ranking sentence from the cluster that minimizes cosine distance from the definition centroid and the previously chosen sentence’s cluster.

DefScriber’s default configuration integrates all the above data-driven techniques—TopN, clustering, local IDF weighting, and cohesion ordering—combining them with the goal-driven method of genus-species predicate identification. We place the top-ranking (in terms of TopN) G-S sentence first in the definition, and use the cohesion-based ordering to add the remaining sentences. We call this integrated goal- and data-driven method DefScriber.

4.6 Evaluation

Our evaluation used human judgments to measure the performance of DefScriber’s definitions over a set of varied terms. By surveying users on definitions generated by different configurations of DefScriber, we are able to measure the improvement of DefScriber over the baseline (TopN) method. We address five main qualities in our survey: relevance (precision), redundancy, structure, breadth of coverage, and term understanding.
We chose a set of 24 terms5 (table 4.2) for which to create answer definitions using the Internet as our knowledge source. We picked half of the terms ourselves, aiming for varied domain coverage; the other half were randomly chosen from among the definitional questions in the AQUAINT pilot evaluation (Voorhees 2003). For each of the test terms, we evaluate three different system configurations: baseline (TopN only), data-driven (all data-driven methods from section 4.5), and full DefScriber (data- plus goal-driven; described at end of section 4.5). Each answer was ten sentences long.

38 judges participated in the evaluation, and each was asked to rate definitions for 6 different test terms. This resulted in an average of four rated samples for each of the 57 answer definitions (19 test terms, three system configurations). Figure 4-3 shows the resulting mean feature scores for each system configuration.

DefScriber achieves the best scores in structure, redundancy, term understanding, and relevance, with statistically significant margins in the first two categories \((P < .10)\) using RIDIT analysis.6 In coverage, data-driven does best, and DefScriber worst, but none of the differences are significant.

With the best performance in four of five categories, DefScriber is clearly the best configuration. The leading genus-species sentence significantly improves the answer definition’s structure by giving readers solid orientation and context. DefScriber’s top score in term understanding, while not statistically superior, suggests that this context helps readers to understand the more detailed information that may follow.

4.7 Future Work

Future work on DefScriber will concentrate on increasing the number of defi-
nitional predicates automatically identified by the system, as well as on improving identification performance on such predicates. We are currently working to improve our feature-based predicate identification methods by growing our annotated data set while also extracting more and richer features to input into our machine learning methods. To improve the pattern-based methods, we are actively working with IE bootstrapping techniques developed in Snowball (Agichtein and Gravano 2000) to automatically learn predicate patterns from manually extracted “seed” examples. Such techniques would allow us to supplement our manually-generated patterns and bring new predicates online more quickly.

4.8 Conclusion

Definitional question answering is an emerging research area that goes beyond traditional short-answer questions. In this chapter, we examined the approach of DefScriber, a system that answers definitional questions with dynamically created paragraph-style responses, and uses a combination of goal-driven and data-driven methods to make its definitions fluent and informative. These methods include goal-driven techniques that screen relevant material from voluminous search results, and identify sentences containing types of information typically used in definitions. DefScriber complements these techniques with a set of data-driven methods which guide answer content in a bottom-up manner, using statistical analyses of the data. Our evaluation results demonstrate that the system significantly outperforms competitive summarization baselines. While our ongoing work will continue to improve the system, these results show the promise of the DefScriber’s hybrid approach for definitional question answering.
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Notes

1. Currently, DefScriber can run its search against the Internet as well as several local document collections. Although we currently consider the web as a set of flat documents, chapter 17 considers more rich representations of web pages for QA.

2. The current system recognizes only questions of the form, “What is/are a/the ...,” and queries generated for IR are similarly limited. As question recognition and query generation are not an innovative aspect of DefScriber, they are not discussed further in this chapter.

3. This prevents the learning of rules for a predicate instance that spans sentences. However, with our current predicate taxonomy, our document markup found such instances exceedingly rare.
4. For instance, in our “Hajj” example, the system matches the G-S sentence: “The Hajj was Muhammad’s compromise with Arabian Paganism.” This sentence is in principle a correct match, but the genus and species given here are extraneous and metaphorical. The fact that this information is less central to the definition will be detected statistically by our data-driven methods (section 4.5), and the sentence will thus be ranked below more central G-S sentences.

5. DefScriber is a robust system that produces a definition for virtually any term contained in the document collection; we limited the size of our evaluation for practical purposes.

6. Since the rating scales used by judges are ordered metrics, we analyze the results with RIDIT (Fleiss 1981) analysis, a technique that accounts for the natural ordering information in these measures, i.e., the fact that poor and so-so are both below good, not simply separate categories.
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